£569,000
Amay Deluxe Villas
Villa | 4 Bedrooms | 4 Bathrooms

0161 248 4585
www.buraqestates.co.uk

Step Inside
Key Features
200m from Beach

Garage

Air conditioning

Garden

Alarm system

Golf Course nearby

Domatics

Gym

Fully Furnished

Porch

Property Description
Located in Dehesa de Campoamor we find this development consisting of luxury detached villas with
large plots, gardens, swimming… pools. Located just over 200m from the beautiful beaches of
campoamor. Dehesa de Campoamor means, above all, exclusive holiday. A great choice for rest and at
the same time an incredible range of leisure and culture. All it surrounded by large, abundant greenery
and splendid views over the Mediterranean. Surrounded by beautiful beaches has 2,500 meters of
coastline divided into three beaches of fine white sand equipped with all services for lovers of water
sports. Bars and restaurants. Campoamor also neglects the craic in the urbanization can enjoy a great
cultural, sporting and social offer, with facilities and proximity to numerous locations that expand our
offer to complete our holiday activity. UNIQUE CODE: GM Example Purchase Price 130,000. Mortgage
amount 97,500 based on a 25% deposit of 32,500 and interest rate of 2.9%APR. Monthly Capital &
Interest Mortgage payments of 405.82. Annual Cost of Loan: 4869.89. The actual rate may depend on
your circumstances. Other costs may apply. Ask for a personalised illustration. Please speak to a
representative for more details.

Main Particulars
Located in Dehesa de Campoamor we find this development consisting of luxury detached villas with
large plots, gardens, swimming… pools. Located just over 200m from the beautiful beaches of
campoamor. Dehesa de Campoamor means, above all, exclusive holiday. A great choice for rest and at
the same time an incredible range of leisure and culture. All it surrounded by large, abundant greenery
and splendid views over the Mediterranean. Surrounded by beautiful beaches has 2,500 meters of
coastline divided into three beaches of fine white sand equipped with all services for lovers of water
sports. Bars and restaurants. Campoamor also neglects the craic in the urbanization can enjoy a great
cultural, sporting and social offer, with facilities and proximity to numerous locations that expand our
offer to complete our holiday activity. UNIQUE CODE: GM Example Purchase Price 130,000. Mortgage
amount 97,500 based on a 25% deposit of 32,500 and interest rate of 2.9%APR. Monthly Capital &
Interest Mortgage payments of 405.82. Annual Cost of Loan: 4869.89. The actual rate may depend on
your circumstances. Other costs may apply. Ask for a personalised illustration. Please speak to a
representative for more details.
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